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Sony VAIO F Series comes with installed Blu-ray Drive and Nvidia GeForce 540M graphics and
offers a full HD viewing experience of 1080p resolution display. These features make Sony Vaio F
Series a full featured gaming and movie machine. It even comes with useful preloaded software,
making it the ultimate gaming laptop.

Design

Although Sony VAIO F series does not poses an aggressive look like Alienwares, However it has
got a pretty impressive look. The laptop has matte black lid close and wedge shaped design. The
screen is somehow angled inwardly and offers a rising palm rest with a concave speaker grill. Sony
VAIO F Series design is unique and comfortable enough to make it stand in front of others. Power
button is located on right edge of the laptop and just beneath the power button these lies optical disk
drive. It has comfortable keyboard and smooth touch pad. On left hand side of the laptop, it contains
two USB 3.0 ports for fast data transfer.

Performance

Sony VAIO F Series is 16 inch laptop, which can be referred as Desktop replacer. Its big size makes
us assume it to have some extra features. However, this is not in case with F Series. The laptop
comes with installed Intel Core i7-2670QM processor that runs at GHz and with turbo boost its
processing speed can reach 3.10 GHz. The NVIDIA GeForce GT540M GPU helps in delivering fast
and impressive video experience. The combination of i7 processor and GeForce GT540 M graphics
helps in delivering fast performance and greater video experience. Making it the full featured gaming
and video watching laptop.

Specifications and features  

Sony VAIO F Series laptop is powered by Intel 2nd Gen Core i7 and i7-2670QM processor which
runs at 2.2 GHz. It comes with 8 GB of RAM memory that runs with the speed of 1333 MHz, which
cannot be further extended. The laptop offers you an amazing storage capacity of 750 GB Hard
Drive, which operate with the speed of 5,400 rpm. It has optical disk drive, which has the ability to
read and write the DVD. VAIO F Series laptop has screen size display of 16.4 inches, which offers a
resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels, giving a full HD video experience. The laptop gets the supply from
lithium ion battery, which offers the battery life of 4.5 hours. For transferring dataâ€™s it have single
USB 2.0 port and two USB 3.0 port, along with the SD memory card reader.
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